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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon.I’m Melissa Reggiardo, the project manager for the Dumbarton Transportation Corridor Study.



Two Bridges 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
While this is my third time presenting to you on this study, I’d like to remind you that unlike previous efforts, this study examines improvements to the Highway Bridge and arterial approaches on each side of the Bay, as well as the Rail Bridge.We thought it was important to develop a more holistic two-bridge vision that would emphasize transit improvements.I should note that Caltrans is the owner and operator of the Dumbarton Highway Bridge and so we acknowledge that any recommended improvements on the facility would need to proceed though Caltrans planning processes.Also, I want to remind you that this study focuses on both short- and long-term improvements and the phasing of potential improvements over time.



Complex Corridor 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a snapshot of traffic on the Dumbarton Highway Bridge on a Friday afternoon.  You can see there are major backups on the arterials on both sides of the Bay.People that live in the area can attest to the fact that congestion has recently worsened – an impact of San Mateo County’s recent employment growth.We see over 76,000 average daily vehicle trips using the Dumbarton Highway Bridge and traffic flow is very much directional, based on time of day.79 percent of the traffic on the Dumbarton Highway Bridge heads to the peninsula in the morning, presumably for jobs.This trend is reversed in the evening.



Context 

• TA financed the purchase of the 
Dumbarton Rail Corridor in 1994 

• TA with MTC, ACTC and VTA previously 
funded an environmental review 
process to evaluate rail service on the 
Rail Bridge 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In terms of major headlines, the Corridor requires phased improvements over time, all of which are subject to many challenges.First and foremost, the recommended improvements on the Rail Bridge, Highway Bridge and approaches require consensus from various parties.They are listed here.Also, there is very little public funding dedicated to Dumbarton Corridor improvements, particularly the reconstruction of the Rail Bridge, so a high-level analysis of public-private partnerships is an essential component of this study.There are also environmental challenges especially when it comes to reconstructing the Rail Bridge and challenges with forging a rail connection to Union City in the East Bay given the passenger rail line would require Union Pacific right-of-way.



Headlines 

• Corridor requires phased improvements 
• Solutions require consensus, other approvals 

− Rail bridge: FTA, Coast Guard, Union Pacific, etc. 
− Highway bridge: Caltrans, MTC/BATA 
− Approaches: Caltrans, cities 

• Funding challenges/opportunities 
− Public funding, private sector, P3 financing 

• Other challenges/value 
− Environmental, connecting to other rail lines 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In terms of major headlines, the Corridor requires phased improvements over time, all of which are subject to many challenges.First and foremost, the recommended improvements on the Rail Bridge, Highway Bridge and approaches require consensus from various parties.They are listed here.Also, there is very little public funding dedicated to Dumbarton Corridor improvements, particularly the reconstruction of the Rail Bridge, so a high-level analysis of public-private partnerships is an essential component of this study.There are also environmental challenges especially when it comes to reconstructing the Rail Bridge and challenges with forging a rail connection to Union City in the East Bay given the passenger rail line would require Union Pacific right-of-way.



Comparative Analysis of 
Alternatives 

• Enhance mobility 
• Cost effectiveness 
• Minimize environmental impacts, 

financial risk and maximize safety 
• Protect local communities from adverse 

impacts 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The preliminary findings or recommendations I’m about to present were developed based on a comparative analysis of alternatives.The analysis compared alternatives based on how well they helped achieve project goals, which are listed here.Just a note that all preliminary findings or recommendations that are eventually selected to move forward will require further analysis – some additional planning, further design and environmental analysis.



Alternatives Studied and Draft 
Recommendations 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now I’ll take you though the alternatives studied as well as those that are recommended for further analysis.I’ll start with short-term improvements and proceed through the proposed phasing of alternatives.
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2020: Bus and Approach 
Improvements on Highway Bridge 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One option we examined is short-term bus service on the Highway Bridge.It includes four routes – the Dumbarton Express and Dumbarton Express 1 (shown in blue) as they exist today along with the two new routes attempting to serve other major employment centers – one from Union City BART to Menlo Park and Redwood City (shown in purple) and another from Union City BART to Mountain View and Sunnyvale (shown in orange).Frequencies are proposed to be increased to 15-minutes in the peak and 20-minutes in the off-peak.



• Short-term (2020) 
− Expand Dumbarton 

Express bus on 
Highway Bridge 

− Approach 
improvements 

• Impact 
− $51m capital, $12m O/M 
− 13,700 daily transbay 

riders (34% increase) 
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2020: Bus and Approach 
Improvements 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Short-term bus service would be accompanied by short-term approach improvements, primarily operational in nature, to help reduce bus travel times.Short-term bus service on the Highway Bridge would cost about $51 million to implement and it would produce almost 14,000 daily transit riders traveling across the Bay.I want to point out that these are transbay ridership figures – or how many people are crossing the Bay on transit services, and not necessarily total ridership.Transbay ridership was of particular interest in this Study given the goal to enhance regional mobility.Because there are not that many improvements that can be completed by 2020, these improvements are recommended to be examined further.It was assumed that the bike/pedestrian path would be recommended as long as there was available space in the right-of-way.



• Short-term (2020) 
• Bike/ped multi-use path from Redwood City 

to East Palo Alto 
− Overpasses at Willow, Marsh, University, US-101 

• Impact 
− $60m capital (includes overpasses at Willow, 

Marsh, University and US-101), ~$53,000 O/M 
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2020: Bike/Ped Path on Rail ROW 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another option in the short-term is a bicycle/pedestrian multi-use path on the Dumbarton right-of-way from Redwood City to East Palo Alto.The bicycle/pedestrian path was examined as an option that could potentially be paired with another higher-capacity mode in the Corridor – either bus or rail.It is assumed to require overpasses at the following major arterials and highways and therefore the capital cost is about $60 million.I should note that the regional travel demand model cannot produce ridership yields for bicycle/pedestrian facilities as it can for bus and rail alternatives and therefore the bicycle/pedestrian path was not compared directly against other transit alternatives.



Recommendations 2020 

• Expand Dumbarton Express bus including 
new routes to Menlo Park/Redwood City 
and Mountain View/Sunnyvale 

• Approach improvements 
• Impacts 

− $51m capital, $12m O/M 
− 34% increase in transit 
− Involved entities: AC Transit, ACTC, MTC, 

Caltrans, cities, etc. 
• Not recommending bike/ped multi-use path 

due to rail right-of-way (ROW) limitations 11 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As noted before, enhanced bus and supporting arterial improvements are recommended for 2020.The bicycle and pedestrian path is not recommended purely because there is limited right-of-way width within the Peninsula Dumbarton Rail Corridor, and we believe that mid-term alternatives, which I will soon describe, could more effectively utilize this width to move large numbers of passengers.This will be explained in greater detail on the forthcoming slides.However, as part of this Study, we have suggested other bicycle improvements in the study area that could help enhance connectivity to the Dumbarton Highway Bridge on both sides of the Bay.Also, transit alternatives recommended for operation in the Dumbarton right-of-way would be sure to accommodate bikes on board.To implement enhanced bus service and related arterial improvements, a number of entities would need to be involved. They are listed here.
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2025-2030: Bus and Approach 
Improvements on Highway Bridge 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Targeted for the mid- to long-term, which is 2025 to 2030, is a combination of a couple different services on both the Highway Bridge as well as the Rail Bridge.We’ll start with the Highway Bridge improvements.First, this includes further enhanced bus service operating in express lanes on the Highway Bridge.Bus service would operate at greater frequencies with 10-minute peak and 15-minute off-peak headways.You’ll notice from this map that the bus service is proposed to utilize the dedicated Dumbarton right-of-way on the peninsula in the mid- to long-term, further reducing bus travel times and making service more reliable.We’ve also looked at a bus flyover connection from the Dumbarton right-of-way to planned express lanes on US-101.This improvement could further speed up bus service and is projected to increase bus ridership.



2025-2030: Express Lanes on 
Highway Bridge 
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Reversible express lanes 4/2 One express lane per direction 3/3 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are two potential configurations for express lanes on the Highway Bridge.One is reversible express lanes or a contraflow lane that would provide one additional lane of capacity in the peak direction.This option would require a movable barrier and a Zipper vehicle similar to that used on the Golden Gate Bridge.The other express lanes option just includes one express lane in each direction.



2025-2030: Bus, Approach and 
Express Lanes 

• Mid-term (2025) 
− Convert #1 lane to toll lane in each direction 
− More approach improvements east and west 

bay (flyovers, grade separations, etc.) 
− Connect rail ROW to US 101 via flyover 

• Long-term (2030) 
− Further enhanced Dumbarton Express bus 

• Impact 
− $849m capital, $20m O/M in mid-term 
− $82m capital, $14m O/M in long-term 
− ~21,300 daily transbay riders (147% increase) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is believed that express lanes on the Highway Bridge could be completed in the mid-term or by 2025 under an aggressive schedule.  The option that implements one express lane in each direction is best in terms of increasing bus ridership as it restricts general purpose travel.Additionally, more capitally intensive approach improvements on both sides of the Bay are also identified for 2025 to further reduce bus travel times.It is believed that these approach improvements will do the most to improve chokepoints on each side of the Bay.Lastly, the right-of-way to US-101 connection is identified as a mid-term improvement, helping to further speed up bus service previously recommended in 2020.In the long-term, or 2030, further enhanced bus service operating on the Highway Bridge, with greater frequencies, is identified.The capital cost of these improvements is about $849 million in the mid-term and an additional $82 million in the long-term.These improvements would generate over 21,000 daily transit trips across the Bay.All of these improvements are recommended for further examination.Daily highway passengers:Reversible express lane: 144,991One express lane in each direction: 137,350
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2025-2030: Rail Shuttle on Rail Bridge 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also targeted for the mid- to long-term is the Rail Shuttle on the Rail Bridge, which would shuttle from Union City BART to Redwood City Caltrain at 15-minute peak and 30-minute off-peak headways – frequencies that are less than what we have identified for our bus alternatives.



2025-2030: Rail Shuttle on Rail Bridge 

• Mid-term (2025) 
− New double-tracked rail service from Redwood 

City (RWC) to Newark, not “interlined” at Caltrain 
• Long-term (2030) 

− Further extend rail to Union City 
• Impact 

− $975m capital, $23m O/M (for Rail Shuttle to 
Newark) in mid-term  

− Additional $295m capital, $32m O/M (to extend to 
Union City) in long-term 

− ~15,600 daily transbay riders (81% increase) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
At least the portion of the Rail Shuttle to Newark could potentially be completed by 2025, per an aggressive schedule, with the remaining portion to Union City being constructed by 2030.The first phase of the Rail Shuttle to Newark includes the reconstruction of the Rail Bridge as a double-tracked facility and so the capital cost is around $975 million.Double-tracking the Rail Bridge would provide added operational flexibility into the future that contributes to reliability.The second phase of the Rail Shuttle would cost an additional $295 million.The Rail Shuttle would produce approximately 15,600 daily transit trips across the Bay at full-build out.While ridership for the Rail Shuttle is less than that projected for the bus alternatives, it is still in line with existing rail services operating in the study area today including BART in Union City and Fremont and Caltrain between Redwood City and Palo Alto.The Rail Shuttle on the Rail Bridge, paired with enhanced bus on the Highway Bridge, is proposed for further examination as each serves a different travel market.The enhanced bus on the Highway Bridge serves Tri-Cities to peninsula trips very well with a one-seat ride while the Rail Shuttle has the capacity to serve longer-distance trips into the future pending coordination and connections with ACE and Capitol Corridor, etc.I’ll talk about this a little bit more with the coming slides.Daily highway passengers: 141,436



Recommendations 2025 

• Improve the Highway Bridge and Approaches 
− One express lane in each direction 
− More approach improvements east and west bay 

(flyovers, grade separations, etc.) 
− Buses use ROW to US-101 flyover 

• Rail service on the Rail Bridge 
− Rail Shuttle to Newark (double-tracked bridge) 

• Impact 
− $1.8b capital, $44m O/M 
− Involved entities: Caltrain, UP, ACTC, MTC, 

Caltrans, STB, cities, etc. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To summarize, the following is proposed for 2025:Enhanced bus service on the Highway Bridge would operate in express lanes (one in each direction) in 2025.Also proposed for 2025 are further approach improvements on each side of the Bay as well as the bus flyover from the Dumbarton right-of-way to planned US-101 express lanes, which would speed up bus service and increase ridership.On the Rail Bridge, the Rail Shuttle to Newark with a double-tracked Rail Bridge is recommended for further examination.The total capital cost of all these elements is $1.8 billion.Entities that would be necessary to involve in such improvements are listed here.



Recommendations 2030 

• Further enhanced Dumbarton Express bus 
service 

• Extended rail service 
− Rail Shuttle from Newark to Union City 

• Impact 
− $377m capital (in addition to $1.8b in 2025), 

$46m O/M 
− Involved entities: Caltrain, UP, ACTC, MTC, 

Caltrans, STB, cities, etc. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To summarize, the following is proposed for 2030:Enhanced bus service on the Highway Bridge would start to operate at even greater frequencies while the Rail Shuttle would be extended from Newark to Union City.The total capital cost of these improvements is $377 million.Entities that would be necessary to involve in such improvements are listed here.



2035: Rail Commuter on Rail Bridge, 
Double-Track 

19 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Targeted for the longer-term, which is 2035 and beyond, is the conversion of the Rail Shuttle into what we call the Rail Commuter, which interlines with the Caltrain mainline on the peninsula.This option would send some trains from Union City BART to Redwood City and then direct to San Francisco, and other trains to the new Willow Road station, where they would then turn south, serve Palo Alto, Mountain View and Sunnyvale before expressing to San Jose.These services would each operate at 60-minute headways, 30-minutes combined all day.



2035: Rail Commuter on Rail Bridge, 
Double-Track 

• Longer-term (2035 or beyond) 
− Interline with Caltrain 
− Better connect to ACE, Capitol 

Corridor 
• Impact 

− $327m additional capital, $38m O/M 
−  ~23,300 daily transbay riders (270% 

increase) paired with express lanes 
on Highway Bridge 

− Involved entities: AC Transit, Caltrain, 
UP, ACE, Capitol Corridor, MTC, etc. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I mentioned, this option is seen as longer-term – 2035 or beyond.Just as important as interlining with Caltrain, is forging better regional rail connections with ACE and Capitol Corridor in the long-term.These regional connections would expand the travel market that can be served by rail and will be essential in increasing ridership in years to come. After the Rail Shuttle is constructed, the additional capital cost associated with interlining with the Caltrain mainline may be as low as $327 million, though additional cost analysis will need to be performed once future Caltrain and High Speed Rail plans are more clear.This rail improvement, paired with the enhanced bus on the Highway Bridge, as described earlier, would produce approximately 23,300 daily transit riders across the Bay, where ACE transfers are a very important source of ridership, signifying that the Tri-Valley and Central Valley to Peninsula market is underserved.The potential for Dumbarton to connect to a larger regional rail network is also compelling as the region’s employment and housing supply continues to grow in different areas of the Bay Area.Additionally the combination of enhanced bus on the Highway Bridge and Rail Service on the Rail Bridge also performs the best in terms of reducing overall automobile mileage.To summarize, based on a comprehensive assessment of mobility, cost-effectiveness, equity, environmental and safety considerations, the recommended longer-term solution focuses on improvements to both the Highway and Rail Bridges as well as local roadways.Certainly this is a departure from the “either/or” approach of typical feasibility studies and previous Dumbarton studies.Serving different travel markets, the proposed transit services on both the Highway and Rail facilities offers a more sustainable solution to long-term travel challenges.Daily highway passengers: 141,291



Funding Challenges & 
Opportunities 
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• Use existing local funding: Measure A (San 
Mateo County), BB (Alameda County) 

• Seek state, regional funding: SB1, RM3, etc.  
• Solicit private contributions 
• Pursue federal, state grants and financing 
• Explore value capture 
• Identify project elements attractive for P3 
• Consider other alternative packages or 

phasing based on available funding 
• Partnerships: ACE, State, Caltrans, etc. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are various options for funding and financing recommended Dumbarton Corridor improvements, as listed here.There is a very small amount funding for Dumbarton stations as part of San Mateo County’s Measure A as well as Dumbarton Corridor improvements as part of Alameda County’s Measure BB.Certainly, additional state and regional funding will need to be pursued.State and regional funding options potentially include SB1 or Regional Measure 3.Additionally, private contributions could be solicited and state and federal grants pursued.Value capture mechanisms are also a possibility and could take a couple different forms including special assessment districts or developer contributions.Public-private partnerships or P3 structures have been investigated at a high level but will need to be investigated further and include availability payment- and concession-based P3s. I should mention that the alternative packages and proposed phasing as included in this presentation could certainly be revised based on available funding.  We are merely presenting one way to phase such projects over time.For instance, a rail spur from Redwood City to Menlo Park could be constructed prior to Newark, which would require less funding upfront.Lastly, partnerships with entities such as ACE, the State and Caltrans, etc. will be essential in helping to form viable funding and financing options for these large infrastructure projects.In availability payment-based P3s, the public authority contracts with a private sector entity to provide a public good or service for a given payment (capacity fee) and collects a separate charge for usage of the public good or service.In concession-based P3s, the government grants the private sector the right to build, operate and charge public users of the public good, infrastructure or service.



Next Steps 
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• August-September: 
− Board briefings 
− Stakeholder and public outreach 

• October-December:  
− Review and respond to comments 
− Incorporate changes to final 

recommendations, if appropriate 
− SamTrans (owner of study report) Board 

consideration 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will be presenting these preliminary recommendations or findings at upcoming stakeholder and public meetings scheduled in the East Bay and on the Peninsula for August 15th and 16th.Our draft report will be posted to our website prior to the start of these meetings on the 15th.We plan to collect comments and feedback at the meetings and through our website.Folks will be able to submit comments for 30 days.We will then do our best to address comments and questions to produce a final report.We hope to come back to the Board in October, though this timing is based on the number of comments received.
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Comments/Questions 
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